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Fundamental Questions

� What is the relationship between AI and 
probability?

� Which situations need probability?� Which situations need probability?

� Which models are used to model 
uncertainty?



AI Central Concern

� Classification: Dividing data into 
different classes

� Clustering: Like kinds of data clustered � Clustering: Like kinds of data clustered 
together

� Prediction: Based on previously seen 
data make predictions about new data

� Achieved by using mathematical models 
and selecting features to represent data



Applications of probability

� Probabilistic planning

� Natural Language Processing

� Expert Inference� Expert Inference

� Scene understanding



Models for uncertainty

� At any point of time we have partial 
information about any non-trivial 
situation.

� Work with levels/layers� Work with levels/layers

� Models

� Fuzzy logic

� Probability

� Information Theory

� Non-monotonic logic



Situation -1

“I went with my friend to the bank to 
withdraw some money but was withdraw some money but was 
disappointed to find it closed.”



Situation -2

� Teacher – Student dialogue.

(Student was absent in the last class.)

Teacher (angrily): Did you miss the last Teacher (angrily): Did you miss the last 
class?

Student: No sir, not much.



Situation -1 (uncertainties)

� Part of Speech ambiguity:

� “bank” is Noun or Verb (‘depend’ e.g. I 
bank on you.)bank on you.)

� “closed” is Verb or Adjective

� POS ambiguity resolution:

� Surface analysis: “bank” preceded by “the”

� Deeper analysis: Semantics



Situation -1 (uncertainties) …

� Sense ambiguity:

� “bank” (pos: Noun) means “river bank” 
or “financial institution”

� “withdraw” means “take away” or “go � “withdraw” means “take away” or “go 
away” (e.g. “If you cannot remain silent 
then withdraw from the meeting”.)

� Sense ambiguity resolution:

� Clue words: {money, withdraw} for bank



Situation -1 (uncertainties) …

� Lexical loss ambiguity:

� Pronoun dropped/elision/elipsis

� “…but <I/friend/money/bank> was � “…but <I/friend/money/bank> was 
disappointed.”



Situation -1 (uncertainties) …

� Scope ambiguity:

� Adjective, preposition, conjunction

� Scope of “with” is “my friend”� Scope of “with” is “my friend”

� Why not “my friend to the bank” ? E.g., 
“with my friend of the yester years”



Situation -1 (uncertainties) …

� Co-referencing/ anaphora ambiguity:

� “it” refers to “bank”

� Why not to “money” ?� Why not to “money” ?



Situation -1 (uncertainties) 
summary

POS

Sense

Pronoun drop

Bank (N/V) closed (V/ adj)

Bank (financial institution) withdraw (take away)

But    I/friend/money/bank   was disappointedPronoun drop

SCOPE

Co-referencing

But    I/friend/money/bank   was disappointed

With my friend

It -> bank



Observations leading to why 
probability is needed

� Many intelligence tasks are sequence 
labeling tasks

� Tasks carried out in layers

� Within a layer, there are limited � Within a layer, there are limited 
windows of information

� This naturally calls for strategies for 
dealing with uncertainty

� Probability and Markov process give a 
way


